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Thank you for your purchase of the LensAlign MkII. Your LensAlign package contains 7 precision manufactured 
parts, including the 10.5” Focus Display Ruler. Assembly will only take a few minutes and no tools are needed. 
Please follow the step by step assembly instructions below. You will notice that the circled letters ABC printed 
on each part will align with the same letter on adjacent parts, as shown in figure 6 below, ensuring that all parts 
are correctly positioned. 
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Install the Top Strut by first engaging 
its front tab with the Front Plate at 
letter E.
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Pivot the Top Strut downward so that 
it fully engages with Slot F on the 
Rear Plate.
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Remove the glossy protective plastic 
from both sides of the Display Ruler. 
Either the A or B side can face up.
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Slide the left edge of the Display Ruler 
so that the notches engage with their 
mating notches in both Plates.
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Lower the right side of the Display 
Ruler until the right notches align and 
just touch the uprights of both Plates.
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Press down on the red zero, and then 
between the numbers 20 and 24. The 
Ruler will click into place. That’s it!
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Prepare the Rear Plate to be installed 
into the mating slots of the Left and 
Right Stands.
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Slowly slide the Rear Plate into slots 
CD, bending the Plate slightly to 
allow the Base Assembly tab to clear.
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When the Base Assembly is properly 
installed, all four tabs will be fully 
engaged with the Stands and Plates.
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The Base Assembly slides in from the 
back engaging 3 of its 4 tabs into the 
Left & Right Stands and Front Plate.
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When fully installed, the Base 
Assembly letters ABCD will be 
aligned as shown in Figure 6.
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Intersection of the Front Plate, Left 
Stand, and Base Assembly, showing 
the alignment of letters B.
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Slide the Front Plate and Right Stand 
into place. Letters A will be aligned
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Slide the Left Stand into place.
Letters B will be aligned.
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Gather the 7 pieces that make up 
LensAlign MkII on a clean, flat surface.
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